Aligning your work to strategic priorities

All actions and change must align with strategic priorities regardless of the scale of the project. This is important because it gives people a sense that even small changes are part of an on-going goal of delivering our strategy, rather than lots of unrelated, confusing changes.

**Templates to help with linking to our strategic priorities**
Aligning your work to strategic priorities

**How to do it**
Describe how the change will deliver on the strategic priorities of your organisation and the Government of the day. Be specific.

- Select a vision.
- Select the targets.
- Describe specifically how the change helps deliver on those targets.

**Handy links**
Review the South Australian Strategic Plan
Review the Seven Strategic Priorities

**Success measures**
You are succeeding if you can clearly articulate how the project links to South Australia’s strategic priorities.

If there is no clear link then it is debatable whether the project should proceed. A notable exception is if the project is designed to mitigate a significant risk, such as to protect privacy of community information or a large cost.